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2-way dynamic lines – competition rules
The rules are based on FAI Indoor Skydiving Competition Rules For Dynamic 2-Way and Dynamic
4-Way 2021 and lines are the same as in open category.
In Dynamic lines -category there are no transitions over the performers head (ie no dives). All
maneuvers are to be flown in vertical orientation, head-down or head-up. Not on back or belly.
There is no free routine in dynamic lines category.
The team may choose to fly head-down moves in head-up orientation. In case of a wrong
orientation but correct line a 5s penalty/move is applied. This also means the team choosing to fly
HU instead of a HD line must fly a ”penalty round” to maintain the correct line (same length as in
HD).

A competition routine is composed of three (3) randomly drawn Compulsory Patterns (one from
each group, Snakes, Verticals and Mixers, in that order), and Compulsory Transitions, repeated
three (3) times, in the fastest time possible. The Speed Routine starts with compulsory entrance
and ends with a compulsory exit sequence Each compulsory patterns is repeated 3 times, page 2
to opposite direction compared to pages 1 and 3. The draw is done from a spesific Dynamic lines
divepool.
Speed Routine Working Time starts when the first Performer crosses through the door’s sensor
beam and ends when the last Performer crosses through the door's sensor beam, completely
exiting through the doorway of the flight chamber.
Sideline is the line between two (2) vertical lighted lines positioned on the transparent tunnel
walls 180° opposite each other to describe a vertical plane that spans across the flight chamber.
The Start Sideline is clockwise from the doorway (with respect to top view.) The start line is green.
Centreline is a vertical plane that spans across the centre of the flight chamber extending from one
(1) vertical line positioned on the transparent tunnel wall 90° offset from the two (2) vertical
lighted lines (sideline).
Dynamic lines divepool:
Snakes (”follow the leader”)
DLS1 Head down inface snake
DLS2 Head up inface snake
DLS3 Head up switching snake
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Verticals (”side by side”)
DLV1 HU layout
DLV2 HU360
DLV3 180° -front loop
Mixers (”mirror image”)
DLM1 Head-down inface circles
DLM2 Head-up inface circles
DLM3 Head up shuffler

Compulsory entrance:
P#1, followed by P#2 must completely cross the vertical plane defined by the Sidelines. The
Performers may cross this vertical plane in any orientation. Maintaining sequential order, the
Performers must flow counterclockwise (with respect to the top view) into the first Snake. Each
Performer must be in the orientation of the Snake before crossing the Start Sideline after the
Compulsory Entrance.

Snakes
● The Sidelines and Centreline apply.
● Each Performer's entire body must completely cross each Sideline and Centreline.
● Each Performer must be in the orientation of the Snake before crossing the Start Sideline
after the Compulsory Entrance.
Transition from Snake to Vertical
● All verticals start with each Performer on their side of the Centreline in head up
orientation.
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● HD snake ends after crossing side line (finish line )and P1 also crosses center line. Ie both
performers fly past blue light and the set up with each Performer on their side of the
Centreline. From Head down orientation a transition over back crossing the sideline is
performed. Face up towards ceiling, chest towards center of tunnel. (Transition sliding
through tunnel and over performers back). Then both performers are in head up
orientation and fly down so that all parts of the body are completely under the Ring Plane
and each Performer is on their side of the Centreline
● HU snake ends after crossing side line (finish line )and P1 also crosses center line. Ie both
performers fly past blue light and the set up with each Performer on their side of the
Centreline.
Verticals
● The Sidelines and Ring apply.
● Any Vertical starts and ends in a head- up orientation with each Performer on their side of
the Centreline. During a Vertical, the Performers may partially cross the Centreline, but
must finish completely on the correct side of the Centreline.
● Apart from the Compulsory Transition to any Vertical, Performers must fly around the Ring,
completely clear of the Ring. The Performers must completely cross a Sideline on each half
of the Vertical.
● Front tuck loop and 360° head-up pirouette must be performed with all parts of the body
completely above the Ring Plane.
● A 180° pirouette must be performed with all parts of the body completely under the Ring
Plane
Transition from Vertical to mixer
● Any Vertical starts and ends in a head- up orientation with each Performer on their side of
the Centreline
● Head-up mixers start from this set up
● To start head down mixer a back down transition while crossing the sideline is performed,
ending to head down orientation with each performer on their side of the centerline =start
set up for HD mixer
Mixers
● The Sidelines apply during any Mixer. Each Performer must completely cross a Sideline
during each part of a Mixer.
● The Centreline applies during any Shuffler.
● During a Mixer, the Performers may partially cross the Centreline, but must finish
completely on the correct side.
Transition from Mixer to Snake
● Any Mixers ends in a head- up orientation with each Performer on their side of the
Centreline
● Continue to Head Up snake: fly forward completely over sideline and stall back and start
snake
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● Continue to Head down snake: transition over back crossing sideline and fly back in HD to
cross tunnel and start snake
o OBS! Head down mixer to head down snake, the transition over back needs to be
done twice!
● After pages 1 and 2 this is the start for next page and snake
● After page 3 while head-up, P#1, followed by P#2, inface carves towards the Performers'
left, completely crossing the Start Sideline before exiting the flight chamber from the far
side, while maintaining sequential order.

DIVEPOOL
Snakes
DLS-1 Head-down Inface Snake
Performers cross the Start Sideline in a head-down inface orientation and remain in
head-down inface carving during the entire Pattern. Performers begin by carving towards
the Performers' left in the first and third Snake (right in the second Snake). When passing
through the centre the first time, each Performer changes to carving towards his/her right
in the first and third Snake (left in the second Snake). When passing through the centre the
second time, each Performer changes to carving towards his/her left in the first and third
Snake (right in the second Snake).

DLS-2 Head-up Inface Snake
Performers cross the Start Sideline in a head-up inface orientation and remain in head-up
inface carving during the entire Pattern. Performers begin by carving towards the
Performers' right in the first and third Snake (left in the second Snake). When passing
through the centre the first time, each Performer changes to carving towards his/her left in
the first and third Snake (right in the second Snake). When passing through the centre the
second time, each Performer changes to carving towards his/her right in the first and third
Snake (left in the second Snake).
DLS-3 Head-up Switching Snake
Performers cross the Start Sideline in a head-up inface orientation and remain head-up
during the entire Pattern. Performers begin by inface carving towards the Performers' right
in the first and third Snake (left in the second Snake). When passing through the centre the
first time, each Performer changes to outface carving towards his/her right in the first and
third Snake (left in the second Snake). When passing through the centre the second time,
each Performer returns to inface carving towards his/her right in the first and third Snake
(left in the second Snake).
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Verticals
DLV-1 Head-up Layout
● While head-up, the two (2) Performers fly this Pattern as a pair. The pair flies forwards
under the Ring and then after crossing sideline floats up. The the pair flies backwards over
the Ring and after crossing sideline again drops and sets up to Head Up orientation under
the Ring Plane to the same position as start of vertical sequence.
DLV-2 180° front tuck loop 180°
● While head-up, the two (2) Performers fly this Pattern as a pair. The pair flies
forwards completely under the Ring Plane, crosses side line and performs a 180°
pirouette then after crossing sideline floats up. The the pair flies forward and
perform a front tuck loop and a 180° pirouette completely over the Ring Plane and
after crossing sideline again drops down and sets up to hu orientation under the
Ring Plane to the same position as start of vertical sequence.
● Both 180° head-up pirouettes must rotate away from the Start Sideline. (ie towards
blue light)
DLV-3 Head-up 360°
● While head-up, the two (2) Performers fly this Pattern as a pair. The pair flies
forwards under the Ring Plane and then after crossing sideline floats up. The the
pair flies backwards and perform a 360° pirouette completely over the Ring Plane
and after crossing sideline again drops and sets up to Head Up orientation under
the Ring Plane to the same position as start of vertical sequence.
● All 180° and 360° and all head-up and head-down pirouettes must rotate away from
the Start Sideline.
Mixers
DLM-1 Head-down Inface Circles
Perform transition over back as described above.
While head-down, the two (2) Performers fly this Pattern as a mirror image with pair. While
head-down, the two (2) Performers separate into inface carving in opposite directions, with
P#1 crossing a Sideline and P#2 crossing the other Sideline. While head-down, they
perform 360° of inface carving, crossing a Sideline two (2) additional times, once for each
half circle. Joining as a pair, the Performers then fly forwards, crossing through the Sidelines
and transitioning over their backs.
DLM-2Head-up Inface Circles
While head-up, the two (2) Performers fly this Pattern as a mirror image with pair. While
head-up, the two (2) Performers separate into inface carving in opposite directions, with
P#1 crossing a Sideline and P#2 crossing the other Sideline. They perform an additional
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360° of inface carving, crossing a Sideline two (2) additional times, once for each half circle
and join as a pair on
DLM-3 Head-up Shuffler
While head-up, the two (2) Performers fly this Pattern as a mirror image with pair While
head-up, the two (2) Performers separate into inface carving in opposite directions, with
P#1 crossing a Sideline and P#2 crossing the other Sideline. Next, P#1, then P#2, passes
through the centre (completely crossing the Centreline) into 180° of outface carving, with
P#1 crossing a Sideline and P#2 crossing the other Sideline. Continuing the Shuffler, P#1,
then P#2, passes through the centre (completely crossing the Centreline) into 180° of inface
carving, with P#1 crossing a Sideline and P#2 crossing the other Sideline. And join as a pair

